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Social Studies Journal Writing Prompts
Presents dozens of writing prompts designed to help elementary students learn
more about topics related to social studies.
With fun and engaging writing prompts like these, your students will jump at the
chance to write! These books include two prompts per day that touch on holidays
and seasons, favorite memories, sports and hobbies, animals and nature, and
other kid-captivating topics. Students will improve their writing skills as they write
directions, create imaginative stories, pen poems, compare and contrast, and
much more.
A Fun-Schooling Journal for Creative Writing - Ages 10 and Up. This intriguing
book will inspire you student to write stories packed with adventure, mystery, fun,
danger and humor. Your student will need to do a some research to complete
some of the stories by delving into topics related to Geography and Social
Studies. Use this fun book of creative writing prompts as part of your
homeschooling curriculum plan. This book is best for boys ages 10 to 17.
Presents a collection of nonfiction writing prompts for social studies,
implementation ideas, and scoring guides.
Writing activities can be used to cultivate students' enthusiasm for learning. This
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book shows teachers how to introduce their students to the benefits of writing in a
variety of subjects including math, language arts, science, social studies, and art.
Each chapter in the book includes an observation that allows readers to enter a
classroom and see how the teacher uses specific writing assignments to sustain
and deepen students' interaction with subject matter. Each chapter also includes
examples of student writing that resulted from each activity; detailed discussion
showing how the writing exercises benefited students and teachers; writing
prompts; and strategies to evaluate and comment on student writing. Chapters in
the book are: (1) Getting Started: Journals and Learning Logs; (2) Putting Ideas
in Order: Narratives and Problem Solving; (3) Becoming More Specific:
Definitions and Reviews; (4) Organizing Information: Summaries; and (5)
Summing Up: Letter Writing. An introduction begins the book and an epilogue is
attached. (RS)
Making Connections in Elementary and Middle School Social Studies, Second
Edition is the best text for teaching primary school teachers how to integrate
social studies into other content areas. This book is a comprehensive, readerfriendly text that demonstrates how personal connections can be incorporated
into social studies education while meeting the National Council for the Social
Studies? thematic, pedagogical, and disciplinary standards. Praised for its
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"wealth of strategies that go beyond social studies teaching," including classroom
strategies, pedagogical techniques, activities and lesson plan ideas, this book
examines a variety of methods both novice and experienced teachers alike can
use to integrate social studies into other content areas.
Primary Journal Composition Notebook 120 Pages Printed solid -dotted line
format, Primary ruling for practicing writing the alphabet & drawing Ages 4 and up
Creative Story Tablet Journal Cover: Durable Matte Binding: Professional grade
binding (retail standard) Product Measures 8.5" x 11.25" Primary composition
notebook, once upon a pancake, 642 tiny things to draw, big chief writing tablet,
primary journal composition notebook, toddler in chief, second grade workbook
all subjects, 2nd grade workbooks all subjects, kindergarten journal with drawing
area, writing paper for 1st grade, primary lined composition notebooks, 1st grade
writing paper, composition notebook primary, toddler in chief book, the letter
writter Kindergarten lined writing paper, preschool lined writing paper, 2nd grade
social studies workbook, bound by his omega, diarios para niñas, skye print
books, handwriting practice books for kids 4th grade, primary journal creative
story tablet, prek writing paper with lines, 2 composition notebook, manuscript
paper for kids, writing prompts for kids 2nd grade, 1st grade writing journal,
kindergarten lined paper, 1st grade social studies workbook Primary writing tablet
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kindergarten, kindergarten writing paper with lines for abc kids, primary journals,
kindergarden writing workbook, dotted line paper for kindergarten, composition
notebook half blank half lined, the writers toolbox, writting notebook for kids,
primary lined writing paper, cursive handwriting workbook for kids grade 4,
notebook for practicing writing, unicorn sketchbook, intimate journalism,
kindergarten story paper, 2nd grade notebook, draw story, primary lined
composition book, composition notebook primary journal, k 2, composition book
primary journal Write story, 1st grade lined writing paper, half book, practice book
kindergarten, cursive writing practice book for kids, trex notebook, composition
notebook picture space, primary journal with picture box, primary story journal
composition book, writing paper kid kindergarten, lined paper kindergarten
writing, composition book kid, journal book notebook, composition notebook kid,
lined paper kid, writing paper kid, kid writing practice book Kid story book, draw
write journal kid, kid n, writing journal kid, paper kid, lined writing paper kid
kindergarten, writing book kid, half n, primary journal kindergarten, lined writing
paper kid, kid t, paper book journal, kindergarten primary composition notebook,
2 primary journal, primary paper notebook, creative writing kid, writing notebook
kid, writing practice kid, paper kid draw, primary story composition journal, lined
journal write Primary creative writing journal, composition notebook half lined,
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story journal kid, primary journal draw, primary story composition book,
kindergarten ruled notebook, primary journal book, grade 2 book, composition
journal kid, half composition book, primary story composition notebook,
kindergarten book kid, lined paper 2nd grade, kid story writing book, writing
practice kid grade 2, writing journal kid 1st grade, story writing kid Journal writing
lined paper, notebook book paperback, journal book kid, paperback book kid,
ruled paper kindergarten, kid lined journal, writing notebook kid kindergarten, t n,
practice writing paper kid, writing paper kid grade 2, story with, lined notebook
kindergarten, creative book kid, story paper kid, kid lined paper kindergarten, 2
composition book, draw write notebook, notebook writing book
Esperanza Rising joins the Scholastic Gold line, which features award-winning
and beloved novels. Includes exclusive bonus content! Esperanza thought she'd
always live a privileged life on her family's ranch in Mexico. She'd always have
fancy dresses, a beautiful home filled with servants, and Mama, Papa, and
Abuelita to care for her. But a sudden tragedy forces Esperanza and Mama to
flee to California and settle in a Mexican farm labor camp. Esperanza isn't ready
for the hard work, financial struggles brought on by the Great Depression, or lack
of acceptance she now faces. When Mama gets sick and a strike for better
working conditions threatens to uproot their new life, Esperanza must find a way
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to rise above her difficult circumstances-because Mama's life, and her own,
depend on it.
Filled with a year’s worth of classroom-tested activities, this resource
conveniently includes everything both teachers and students need. The grade 6
book is divided into two units: Communities in Canada, Past and Present
Canada’s Interactions with the Global Community STAND-OUT FEATURES
focuses on the goals of the Ontario Social Studies curriculum adheres to the
Growing Success document for assessment, evaluating, and reporting in Ontario
schools builds understanding of Indigenous knowledge and perspectives TIMESAVING, COST-EFFECTIVE FEATURES includes the five components of the
inquiry model opportunities for self-reflection and activating prior knowledge
authentic assessment for, as, and of learning social studies thinking concepts,
guided inquiry questions, and learning goals support for developing historical
thinking skills access to digital image banks and digital reproducibles (Find
download instructions in the Appendix of the book)
Being a great teacher is more than lesson plans and seating charts. In this
revised and expanded new edition of the classic bestseller, you learn what it
takes to be the very best educator you can be, starting from day one in your new
classroom! Filled with real-world life lessons from experienced teachers as well
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as practical tips and techniques, you'll gain the skill and confidence you need to
create a successful learning environment for you and your students, including
how to: Organize a classroom Create engaging lesson plans Set ground rules
and use proper behavior management Deal with prejudice, controversy, and
violence Work with colleagues and navigate the chain of command Incorporate
mandatory test preparation within the curriculum Implement the latest educational
theories In this book, veteran teacher Melissa Kelly provides you with the
confidence you'll need to step into class and teach right from the start.
"'500 Writing Prompts for Kids' is a book full of story-starters catered to the
elementary school age group." --P. [4] of cover.
Hopeful, hilarious musings and serious advice for new teachers from the formerly
anonymous blogger behind Love, Teach. Every teacher will tell you the first years
are the hardest, and even the most confident of the pack sometimes ask
themselves, Am I cut out for this? Kelly Treleaven, the teacher and onceanonymous blogger behind Love, Teach, wants you to know that you're not
alone, and that yes, she has cried under her desk, too. Treleaven's blog has
become a sensation in the education world, known for its heartfelt, high-spirited
dispatches straight from the trenches and its practical advice. In Treleaven's
debut book, she gives rookie teachers the advice she wishes she'd had when
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she started out in a large district in Houston. From logistical questions like how to
prep and organize a classroom, to deeper issues like how to build relationships
with students, navigate administration, and avoid burnout, Love, Teach is an
essential book for anyone working in education today or considering the
profession. With raw feeling, humor, and a razor-sharp perspective, Love, Teach
supports teachers in their fight for a better future, and helps them celebrate the
victories, large and small.
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions white people
have when their assumptions about race are challenged, and how these reactions maintain
racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful book” (Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist
educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to
understand racism as a practice not restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to
the defensive moves that white people make when challenged racially, white fragility is
characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including
argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial
equilibrium and prevent any meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration,
DiAngelo examines how white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we
can do to engage more constructively.
A collection of writings includes images of a variety of handwritten speeches, letters, and
childhood notebooks, accompanied by commentary by James M. McPherson, Ken Burns,
Doris Kearns Goodwin, John Updike, Toni Morrison, and other notables.
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A tour de force from acclaimed author Alan Gratz (Prisoner B-3087), this timely -- and timeless
-- novel tells the powerful story of three different children seeking refuge.
Provide your students with the inspiration they need to develop the vocabulary, ideas, and
enthusiasm that will make their writing shine! The new edition of Creative Writing Ideascomes
with a wide variety of creative activities that can be used for prewriting and drafting or as standalone activities. 78 motivating activities--including draw and write, riddles, story starters,
cartoons, shape books, and more--provide students with the creative spark they need to start
writing with confidence and success. And with a new layout and design, as well as updated
teacher instructions, it's easier than ever to provide your students with writing practice that
encourages creative expression and ingenuity! You'll love Creative Writing Ideas because it:
contains 78 motivating writing activities.From shape books and cartoons to letter writing and
poetry exercises -- there are a variety of activities to engage your students in important writing
practice. inspires reluctant writers. Motivating topics and delightful illustrations make writing
fun! Many writing prompts are based on events that relate to students' lives. can be used for
independent practice. Writing forms provide guided writing experiences students can complete
on their own. is correlated to state standards. Eleven types of writing experiences engage your
students as they practice important skills. shape books draw and write riddles sequence and
write fill in the missing words story starters cartoons descriptive paragraphs writing directions
letter writing poetry Give your students the creative practice they need to become strong and
successful writers! Use Creative Writing Ideaswith your class today!
Help students write about social studies content and build their historical thinking skills! This
2nd edition resource was created to support College and Career Readiness Standards, and
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provides an in-depth research base about content-area literacy instruction, including key
strategies to help students write about and comprehend historical content. Each strategy
includes classroom examples by grade ranges (1-2, 3-5, 6-8 and 9-12) and necessary support
materials, such as graphic organizers, templates, or digital resources to help teachers
implement quickly and easily. Specific suggestions for differentiating instruction are also
provided to help English language learners, gifted students, and students reading below grade
level.
"Fun, thought-provoking questions that inspire kids to write meaningfully about character, plot,
setting, theme, and more"--Cover.

Use This Paperback Journal To Record Your Thoughts, Goals and Dreams. This
journal is perfect to use as a diary, log or habit tracker. The wide rule paper is
perfect for writing, tracking or mapping out your thoughts and plans. It's also
great for jotting down notes, planning events, and recording what you're grateful
for. What you use this book for is really only limited by your imagination. The
Cover - The cover is a sturdy paperback book with a matte finish. The binding is
the same as a standard paperback book. (The journal may need to be pressed
open to lie flat.) Size Dimensions - 6" x 9" The Interior - The interior of the journal
holds 100 pages (50 sheets) of wide rule paper; This journal does not contain
prompts so you're able to engage in free flow writing and make this journal
exactly what you want it to be. This journal is ideal for anyone who loves
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journaling. It makes a great gift for birthdays, Christmas, or any other holiday.
Now that you've got all the details on this journal, click the buy button to get your
copy today.
This popular text describes the processes of doing teacher action research. But it
is much more than a dry presentation of "methods." Filled with examples of
teacher action research projects, provided by teachers themselves, the book
places teachers at the heart of the action research process. Teachers' own
writing about their work and research questions is featured in 11 examples of
teacher action research conducted in a range of settings, grade levels, and
content areas. The second edition of Teachers Doing Research is fully updated
and substantially reorganized and revised, including four totally new chapters and
six new teacher stories. This edition: *provides more specifics on teacher action
research processes and a variety of methodological options for teachers who do
research in their classrooms and schools (Chapters 1-5); *includes more
specifics on data collection and interpretation methods (Chapter 3); *balances a
detailed introduction to technology for novice researchers with discussion of
issues and questions related to technology-based teacher research (Chapter 4).
Information on Web sites related to topics addressed in the chapters and teacher
research stories is integrated throughout the book. A new Teachers Doing
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Research Web site (www.teachersdoingresearch.com) invites readers, teacher
research participants, preservice candidates, and teacher educators to
participate in dialogue with the authors and editors of this text, and with each
other; *gives expanded attention to teacher action research with preservice
teachers and to university/school collaboration (especially in Chapter 6);
*examines the connections between teacher action research and the larger arena
of educational research (Chapter 8); *broadens the context for teacher action
research, through discussion of its influence on school reform both in the United
States and internationally. International examples of urban teacher research are
included (Chapter 9); and *offers new In Practice sections to engage readers in
opportunities to respond to what they are reading and to try out related activities.
This resource enables teachers to incorporate today's career and college
readiness standards into their lessons in a fun and intriguing way. The sixty
poems that are included focus on social studies topics including US history and
ancient civilizations. The use of poetry has many benefits that include increased
literacy, fluency and reading comprehension. Each strategy lesson includes a
model lesson, a template, an example lesson, a sample poem, and student
pages. Students will be engaged in the verse format as they increase their
literacy and understanding of social studies topics.
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Scott Foresman Social Studies ( 2005) components for Growth of a Nation.
The first book to present the contemporary Vygotskian approach to learning and
development from birth through adolescence to English-speaking educators.
Use this facilitator's guide to help educators maximize the strengths of students in
inclusive classrooms and meet curriculum standards for all learners while
maintaining sound educational principles.
Use the hundreds of open-ended higher-level thinking questions in this book to venture beyond
the basic facts of social studies. Watch as your students voyage into a whole new realm of
thinking and learning. Includes intriguing questions for sixteen of the most popular social
studies topics and themes including: Culture, Current Events, Explorers, Government,
Historical Characters, Historical Events, Aboriginals and more! Stretch the many facets of your
students' minds with these thought-provoking questions: "What do you think would happen if
parliament tried to establish an official religion? What does your culture have in common with
this culture? Australia wasn't discovered, it was stolen from the Aboriginals? Do you agree or
disagree?" Questions are provided in convenient reproducible question card format, perfect for
the engaging cooperative questioning activities provided. Also includes reproducible prompts
for journal writing and activities for student-generated questions. Simultaneously explore social
studies in depth and promote higher-level thinking! Contains 16 social studies concepts
including: Australian Constitution Cultural Geography, Current Events, Explores, Historical
Characters, and more! Questions are provided in convenient reproducible question card
format, perfect for engaging cooperative questioning and analytical thinking. There are over
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100 question starters to engage students' thinking skills. The book includes reproducible
prompts for journal writing and activities for student-generated questions.
Motivate your students to write with fun-filled reproducibles for every month! Each reproducible
pairs a drawing prompt with quick writing prompts on favorite topics: autumn harvest, animals,
100th day, holidays, weather, classroom community, and more. As a pre-writing warm-up,
drawing pictures sparks kids' interest, helps them generate ideas and details for writing, and
makes their subjects lively and real. A great way to encourage reluctant writers! For use with
Grades K-2.
"This eBook features 501 sample writing prompts that are designed to help you improve your
writing and gain the necessary writing skills needed to ace essay exams. Build your essaywriting confidence fast with 501 Writing Prompts!" -An AEP Award winner, this resource provides detailed strategies and activities with classroom
examples across multiple grade ranges. Learn practical standards-based strategies to help
students understand Social Studies content. Specific suggestions for differentiating instruction
for English language learners, gifted students, and below-grade level students are included
with every strategy. Includes a Teacher Resource CD of customizable graphic organizers and
other student activities. This resource is correlated to the Common Core State Standards and
is aligned to the interdisciplinary themes from the Partnership for 21st Century Skills. 208
pages + CD
Use This Paperback Journal To Record All of Your Dreams, Goals and Thoughts. This journal
is perfect to use as a diary or journal. The wide rule paper is perfect for writing, drawing or
mapping out your thoughts and plans. It's also great for jotting down notes, planning events,
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and doodling. What you use this book for is really only limited by your imagination. The Cover The cover is a sturdy paperback book with a glossy finish. The binding is the same as a
standard paperback book. (The journal may need to be pressed open to lie flat.) Size
Dimensions - 6" x 9" The Interior - The interior of the journal holds 100 pages (50 sheets) of
wide rule paper. This journal does not contain prompts so you're able to engage in free flow
writing and make this journal exactly what you want it to be. This journal is ideal for anyone
who loves journaling. It makes a great gift for birthdays, Christmas, or any other holiday. Now
that you've got all the details on this journal, click the buy button to get your copy today.
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